
 

Discovering the Adult Baby in you - the joys, the struggles, the highs and the lows. Finding what 

makes you who you are and how to deal with the pressures and the difficulties. 

NEW! Check out the latest ABDL article – Personal Validation and the Adult 

Baby 

“One of the biggest delusions we can inflict upon ourselves and others is to believe that 

most other people are ‘just like us’. Sure, we give intellectual assent to the belief that everyone 

is unique, but not really that different. We assume that while we might vote for different political 

parties, we still have similar ideals. It is easy to believe that even though we have different social 

upbringings that we are still essentially the same. We often engage with others on the basis that 

we have far more in common with them than we have difference. However, we can be 

completely thrown when we deal with someone whose politics, religious and social beliefs are 

vastly different from our own. 

Some people’s words, lifestyle and actions can be utterly incomprehensible to us and it is then 

that the challenge to accept them becomes so much harder. This is when the insults and 

unjustified accusations begin, often viciously. Muslims are terrorists. Gays are promiscuous. 

Christians are intolerant. Or… diaper wearers are paedophiles. 

The truth of life in the melting pot of multi-cultural society is that we don’t really understand 

each other particularly well. But that is not the core problem, because not understanding others 

is part of the human condition and something we constantly face. It is acting on that all-too-

common-experience with nothing but ignorance and venom that is the real problem. Choosing 

to react rather than to think has become the norm. The information super-highway has not 

really helped because for many, ignorance and intolerance is a basic character flaw than 

information rarely penetrates. 

Adult babies and diaper wearers are often labelled as paedophiles and quite unfairly so. In time, 

as diaper wearing and adult babies become better understood by society, that will probably fade 

somewhat. In the meantime, our only real option is to ensure that we – as a misunderstood sub-

culture – treat others we don’t understand with intelligence, respect and acceptance. It won’t 

solve our own unfair labelling, but it will at least allow us to not be hypocrites - and that is a 

worthy goal all in itself.” 



The breakthrough book: “There’s a baby in my bed!” is now 

in its second edition. 

There’s STILL a baby in my bed! Available now 

Adult Babies: Psychology and Practices 

So your teenager is wearing diapers… 

Normally $36 for all three, AB Discovery is offering them all 

for just $25. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Remember to tell all your friends about AB 

Discovery.  Talk about us on forums, FaceBook 

and other ABDL groups. 

Or just email us at abdiscovery@adam.com.au 

 

Michael and Rosalie Bent 

www.abdiscovery.com.au 

  
 

 

 

 


